Appolinaire Aphrodisiaque 75cl (Metropolitan France)
Discover Appolinaire Aphrodisiaque, a tasty sparkling alcohol made from a base of Rum flavored
mango/ginger/spices which revisits completely this great product in an unexpected form.

Manufacturer:ETIS RP
Loyalty points offered:6
Price:22.00€19.80€
Offer valid from 01/11/2020 to 01/01/2021

Criteria associated:
Alcohols : White Rum
Description:
WARNING: The design of the bottle of this Range of Appolinaire is degraded. The style, the visual could
be less visible or drawings missing. Hence the price reduction on this bottle compared to the other
Appolinaire ranges. To drink nature, Appolinaire Aphrodisiaque will not leave you indifferent by the
beauty of its bottle and its alcohol. Tradition, innovation, here is the first sparkling alcohol of the kind.
Revisiting the traditional codes of Rum and Champagne, Appolinaire knew to make naturally sparkle the
Rum without addition of Champagne nor gas contribution. Appolinaire is only elaborate with Rum of
the French West-Indian selected carefully for its gustatory qualities. The flavor of rum (with its subtle
and vibrating notes) is exalted subtly by the fine sparkling bubbles obtained naturally. It is a slightly
distilled but mostly fermented rum. When intensity and delicacy meet for the most beautiful of
weddings... Its surprising 12.7° of moderate alcohol will give you a balance between the character of rum
and the freshness of natural bubbly. An explosion of flavors awaits you: At the tasting, a beautiful light
orange dress. At the nose, a very flattering aroma with the vapors of spices and mango. In the mouth, the
attack is sweet and balanced with the flavors of mango supported by the rum and a return in mouth spicy
and dry... Fine bubbles obtained from a natural and traditional Champenoise method highlight the
French know-how. This product will be served for the aperitif or on a dessert (as well with fruits as on

